GUIDED PUBLIC TOUR

WHAT: 90 MINUTE GUIDED TOUR WITH OTHER GUESTS IN YOUR PARTY.

WHEN: EVERY FRIDAY AT 2 AND 4 PM, EVERY SATURDAY AT 11 AM, 1 PM, AND 3 PM.*

WHERE: VISITS INCLUDE PRESS BOX, HALL OF HONOR PRESENTED BY SPECTRUM, COMMUNITY AMERICA CLUB LEVEL, CHIEFS LOCKER ROOM, AND SIDELINE OF FIELD.

TO BOOK: CAN BE PURCHASED IN ADVANCE OR AT PRO SHOP (IF SPACE IS AVAILABLE) DAY OF AT $30 PER PERSON. IF PURCHASING DAY OF, PLEASE CALL THE PRO SHOP AT 816.924.2234.

GUIDED PRIVATE TOUR

WHAT: 90 MINUTE GUIDED TOUR EXCLUSIVE TO YOUR GROUP. NO CAP.

WHEN: ANY DAY OF WEEK AND TIME BASED ON AVAILABILITY.

WHERE: VISITS INCLUDE PRESS BOX, HALL OF HONOR PRESENTED BY SPECTRUM, COMMUNITY AMERICA CLUB LEVEL, CHIEFS LOCKER ROOM, AND SIDELINE OF FIELD.

TO BOOK: MUST BE BOOKED IN ADVANCE OVER THE PHONE. PRICING VARIES BY GROUP SIZE.

GAMEDAY TOUR

WHAT: 60 MINUTE GUIDED TOUR CONCLUDES ON FIELD DURING PRE-GAME. CAPACITY IS LIMITED

WHEN: EVERY CHIEFS HOME GAME. TOUR TIMES ARE 2 HOURS AND 1.5 HOURS PRIOR TO KICKOFF.

WHERE: VISITS INCLUDE PRESS BOX, HALL OF HONOR PRESENTED BY SPECTRUM AND SIDELINE OF FIELD.

TO BOOK: GAME DAY TOURS MUST BE PURCHASED IN ADVANCE AND PRICES VARY BETWEEN $150-300 DEPENDING ON GAME AVAILABILITY.

# OF GUESTS PER PERSON
1-4 $60
5-10 $35
11+ $25

Children ages 4 and under are free. Children Ages 512, Seniors 65+, and former and active military receive a $5.00 discount

TOURS@CHIEFS.COM | 816-920-4547

* If a stadium event is scheduled, public tours will not be available. Please call 816.920.4547 for questions
* No refunds for late arrival or day of cancellation
* Home Game Weekend Saturday’s will offer public tours hourly between 11 AM and 3 PM